5-5-2015 Greg Got Married Today in 1965 Greg will get
married again in Key West when our 1984 II Dictators let
us!
Tuesday, May 05, 2015

10:55 AM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

5-5-2015 "Spit on God" God set up hidden cameras at the
Vatican and watched live Pope Francis spit on "God" as Pope
Francis took $777 Trillion in BP Oil Kickbacks.
5-5-2015 Police say a University of South Carolina student
has been arrested after her roommates set up a camera and
caught her spitting and putting window cleaner in their
food.
5-5-2015 Will Setting up Hidden Cameras to Watch Jewish
Aliens at all of the 52 Nearest Stars end war on Earth for a
Star Travel Invention Project pre-loaded on all Apple
MacBook Air + Pro's that lets NASA fly at 1,001 Times Faster
Than the Speed of Light... Yes!!
5-5-2015 Today on May 5, 1965 Greg got married in the First
Legal Polygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House in Key
West...
5-5-2015 Today on May 5, 1965 Greg got married in the First
Legal Polygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House in Key
West... 1st Chapter Brainstormed with the wedding guest...
gravity control turned up all the way aimed at Stage 4...
Flying 2015 GravityEngineFord Escorts cars with avoidance
controls don't need Air Traffic Controllers. Title of our Legal
Polygamous Marriage Novel written brainstormed together
is... "1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year" via Legal Polygamous
Marriages in the USA... Mecca's God killed 1 Billion Moslem
Wives in a polygamous marriage by not letting them drive a
2015 GravityEngineFord Escort. Or Invent One!! Grin!
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2015 GravityEngineFord Escort. Or Invent One!! Grin!
5-5-2015 Greg got married on 5 May 1965... I wish the Rx
Memory pill was on sale as I can remember clips of the
wedding! Wish I was married Today in Key West. As Women
are God's Best Invention and can Inspire a end to War on
Earth... Pentagon Started Wars by McCain + Kerry for $777
Trillion in BP Oil Revenues for JFK Fleets of Carriers, and the
War on Cancer once "We" get control of Los Alamos Super
Computers!! And $7 Trillion dollars worth of Apple Macbook
Air + Pro with built in iPhone 007 ++ yes Greg + Wives in Key
West will get this Gravity Control Invention and of course the
"Gravity Engine" for the flying cars. 2015 Model
GravityEngineFord Escorts!! Will Setting up Hidden Cameras
to Watch Jewish Aliens at all of the 52 Nearest Stars end war
on Earth for a Star Travel Invention Project pre-loaded on
all Apple MacBook Air + Pro's that let NASA fly at 1,001 Times
Faster Than the Speed of Light... Yes!!
5-5-2015 "Spit on God" God set up hidden cameras at the
Vatican and watched live Pope Francis spit on "God" as Pope
Francis took $777 Trillion in BP Oil Kickbacks from the USA
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators who watch everyone on hidden
cameras but don't use Homeland Security to save her life,
40K Breast Cancers started with 10 mm tumor not scanned 19K SWF murdered by a drunk Man in 2015, not one saved
with the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators watching her murders
on cameras!
5-5-2015 Police say a University of South Carolina student
has been arrested after her roommates set up a camera and
caught her spitting and putting window cleaner in their
food. Roommates set up the camera because they had several
arguments with 22-year-old Hayley King and she refused to
leave their off-campus apartment
5-5-2015 NY Times reporter David Leonhardt writes like the
NY Times guy in Paris... she was pulled out of her car and
shot to death... she was in the wrong place at the wrong time
her wrote on the front page! No NY Times reporters mention
the 2015 ElectricWindmillFord Escort!! Here we go again
from David in Manhattan writing the "Timing of the data
could play a role. To study adult earnings of children,
researchers need to go back a couple of decades, and New
York wasn’t the same place in the 1980s and 1990s as it is
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York wasn’t the same place in the 1980s and 1990s as it is
today. Crime was far worse. Many people believe the public
schools were worse, too. Low-income children who grow up in
Manhattan make less money as adults than similar lowincome children who grow up elsewhere. The same is true for
comparisons of middle-income and affluent children.
Perhaps not surprisingly, given that we work at a
publication with New York in its name, we’ve heard from a
few readers who want to understand the pattern. But
$50,000 is still less than the roughly $55,000 that an
otherwise similar affluent child would earn on average if he
or she grew up in a typical city, according to the data from
Mr. Hendren and Raj Chetty, also a Harvard economist.
Their findings are based on analyzing earnings records of
more than five million people who moved as children in the
1980s and 1990s."
5-5-2015 Mr. Hendren and Raj Chetty, also a Harvard
economist. Their findings are based on analyzing earnings
records of... leaving out Pope Francis got $777 Trillion that
would have gone into Mandatory University Education in
Manhattan + NYU Medical Students paid more than West
Point Cadets!
5-5-2015 David writes at the end of his article... The bigger
questions are about the future of children who grow up in
the bottom half of the income distribution, many of whom
will struggle to establish prosperous, healthy lives as adults.
5-5-2015 David left out... 1 Trillion ElectricWindmllFord
Escorts that came off the assembly lines in 1980 to today!!
This is a "Cardinal Sin" by David at the NY Times! Could God
have your entire life recorded on hidden cameras, Yes!!
5-5-2015 By VINDU GOEL and RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLDMAY
know about security cameras + hidden cameras yet left this
out of the article... worse is they left out 1,001 Invention
Projects as it looks like the Treadmill needs some safety rails
or other type of invention design to keep you from falling on
your head... Mr. Goldberg left his room around 4 p.m. on
Friday, collapsed while exercising and died of head trauma
and blood loss, said the spokesman. His brother, Robert
Goldberg, found him on the floor of a gym at around 7 p.m.,
with blood around him. The spokesman said it appeared “he
fell off the treadmill and cracked his head open.”
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fell off the treadmill and cracked his head open.”

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
cars.

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
cars.

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
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Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
inventsomething@live.com

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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